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Abstract— We present a motion planning algorithm to auto-
matically compute dynamically balanced and plausible trajec-
tories for human-like, acyclic locomotion in cluttered environ-
ments. To address the combinatorial complexity of the problem,
we decompose it into two non trivial subproblems : first,
to generate a discrete, acyclic, sequence of balanced contact
configurations that characterize the motion; then, to extend this
sequence into a continuous, dynamically balanced trajectory.
The contact planning phase is achieved using a low dimensional
motion planner, that computes a guide path for the root of the
robot. Thanks to a reachability condition, this path can be easily
mapped into a sequence of balanced contacts, selected using
heuristics that enhance the robustness and task compatibility
of the postures. A trajectory optimization scheme is then used
to extend the sequence into a collision free and dynamically
balanced trajectory. Plausibility is further enhanced using
relevant cost functions, such as jerk minimization. We highlight
the performance of our planner which computes dynamically
balanced and plausible motions on challenging human-like
motion scenarios.

I. INTRODUCTION

Our work is motivated by commonly used approaches
based on contacts-before-motion planning [1], [2]. Instead
of computing solutions that can simultaneously satisfy all
the constraints using a single framework, the underlying
planning algorithms find the solutions using multiple steps,
each taking into account different constraints [2], [3]. These
approaches first compute a kinematically feasible sequence
of discrete contact configurations or stances from the ini-
tial position to the goal position. In the second step, a
continuous trajectory is computed that interpolates those
contact configurations and satisfy other constraints. These
decoupled planning approach tend to be more efficient as
compared to methods that take into account all the constraints
simultaneously.

The first step solves the problem of acyclic contact plan-
ning, which is a particular problem of motion planning. It
computes a sequence of poses which are in contact with the
environment that can satisfy the balance of the system. While
there has been a lot of work for planning cyclic contacts for
bipedal motions [4], [5], the problem remains open for more
generic acyclic contacts due to its difficulty. Planning acyclic
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contacts is proven to having two simultaneous problems [6]:
P1: the planning of a guide trajectory for the robot root;
and P2: the planning of a discrete sequence of contact
configurations along the guide trajectory. We reduce the
complexity of the acyclic contact planning by decoupling
of the problems P1 and P2 [7].

The second step computes a continuous trajectory that
satisfies equilibrium and plausibility constraints from the
contact sequences. The balance constraints are important in
terms of guaranteeing equilibrium of the computed postures
along the trajectory for the robot are balanced. Another key
issue is to compute trajectories that are natural-looking or
plausible. The notion of natural-looking implies that the mo-
tion trajectory closely matches the motions observed in the
nature. While there is no simple and obvious mathematical
metric to define plausible motion, we borrow ideas from bio-
mechanics, neuroscience, and computer animation to charac-
terize plausible motion using energy-based formulations [8].
Main Results: In this paper, we present a novel motion
planning algorithm that uses multi-level decoupled plan-
ning to compute trajectories which are collision-free, dy-
namic balanced, and plausible. Our approach is based on
high-dimensional trajectory optimization techniques. Our
acyclic contact generation method is based on a probabilistic
roadmap (PRM), which computes guide trajectories that
are approximately truly feasible in offline. In runtime, the
planner resolves contact sequences by refining the guide
trajectory. The trajectory optimization proceeds in three
phases in order to handle the high-dimension of the con-
figuration space and various constraints. We compute an
initial trajectory from the discrete configurations. Secondly,
we compute collision-free trajectory using a novel reduced
DOF optimization algorithm. Finally, we perform a full DOF
optimization that takes into account balancing and plausibil-
ity constraints. We have applied our approach for complex
benchmark scenarios and our planner is able to generate the
trajectories in a few seconds, which is significantly faster
than prior methods.

II. CONTACT PLANNING USING A REACHABILITY-BASED
PLANNER

In this section, we provide the details of our guide tra-
jectory computation using the reachability computation, and
the generation of the discrete sequence of contact configura-
tions [9].



Fig. 1: Left: Robot in a rest configuration. Right: The red
geometry denotes the volume of the trunk W0 and must
remain collision-free. The green spheres are the range of the
motion Wk.

A. Guide Trajectory Computation using Reachability

We first consider the problem of computing a relevant
guide trajectory q0(t) : [0, 1] → SE(3) for the geometrical
root of a human-like robot, connecting start and goal config-
urations. The objective is to enforce that any configuration
q0 of the guide trajectory is truly feasible, i.e. can be mapped
to a configuration with feasible contacts. We denote the set
of truly feasible root poses by Creach. For a configuration
q0 to be in contact with an environment object Oi, Oi nec-
essarily intersects with the range of motion W(q0) (Fig. 1).
Furthermore, if q0 is truly feasible, then the trunk of the
robot W0(q0) is not colliding with the set of environment
objects O. This necessary condition Creach ⊂ C1

reach can be
defined as:

C1
reach = {q0 : (W(q0)∩O 6= 0)∧(W0(q0)∩O 6= 0)} (1)

The condition C1
reach is a necessary condition that might

include configurations not be truly feasible. On the other
hand, replacing W0 in (1) with a bounding volume Bmax

of the whole robot in a given pose is a trivial sufficient
condition for the completeness of the planning. The analytic
formulation of a necessary and sufficient condition is not
addressed in this work, but approximated in the following
way. We define W0

s as the scaled volume of W0 by a factor
of s. Then we denote Cs

reach as:

Cs
reach = {q0 : (W(q0) ∩O 6= 0) ∧ (W0

s(q
0) ∩O 6= 0)}.

(2)
The parametrization of s allows to find a trade-off between
the completeness and the efficiency of the planner.

For a fixed value of s, we implement RB-PRM, which
is based on Visibility-PRM [10]. RB-PRM generates non-
redundant samples in Creach instead of Cfree. To sample
more efficiently configurations of Creach, we bias the sam-
pling process to generate near obstacles configurations.

B. Generation of Contact Configuration Sequences

In runtime, the guide trajectory q0(t) is extended into
a sequence of contact configurations. We first discretize
q0(t) into a configuration sequence, and optimize using the
following criteria.

1) Maintaining a contact: A contacting limb at time i−
1 remains in contact at time i until the inverse kinematics
(IK) solver fails to find a collision free limb configuration.
The IK solver also handles joint limits. If the solver fails
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Fig. 2: We highlight different components of our multi-
phase trajectory optimization. The input configurations p1,
..., pn are interpolated to generate the initial trajectory Q =
q1, ...,ql. The first phase computes a collision-free trajec-
tory, and subsequent phases optimize it with all constraints,
including balancing and plausible motion.

to find a contact configuration, a collision free non-contact
configuration is assigned to the limb.

2) Creating a contact: We create a contact with a limb
which does not contact or the limb that made a contact
first, to enforce quasi-static balance to a configuration which
violates the balance. We project the configuration of this
limb into a contact that enhances balance. If balance is
not achieved with a single contact, we repeat creating new
contacts until the balance is achieved.

3) Extended Force Transmission ratio(EFORT): If the
planner only relies on the random sampling to create new
contacts, the resulting postures will tend to look ineffi-
cient and unnatural. The Extended force transmission ratio
(EFORT) [11] allows to choose configurations by measuring
the task efficiency for exerting a force compatible with the
direction of motion. The EFORT is measured as

αEFORT (q
k,m) =

v0n
Tm√

mTJJTm
, (3)

where J is the Jacobian matrix of the k-th limb in configura-
tion qk; v0 is the friction coefficient of the contact surface;
n is the normal of the contact surface; and m is the direction
opposite to the motion.

III. MULTI-STEP TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION

In this section, we present the details of our multiple-
phase optimization to compute collision-free, balanced and
natural-looking trajectories.

A. Initial Trajectory Generation

Given the n contact configuration sequences, p1, ...,pn,
we generate an initial trajectory Q that is used by our
multi-stage optimization algorithm. We set the velocities as
zeros for the input configurations, and add m discretized
configurations between each adjacent configuration pair.
The m discretized configurations are interpolated using a
minimum jerk trajectory [12]. The contact forces for the
input configurations that satisfy the quasi-static balance are
interpolated along the initial trajectory.

The initial trajectory generated has (mn + n − m) dis-
cretized poses. Although the n input configurations may be
feasible in terms of collision and stability constraints, the
additional m(n−1) configurations may violate some of these
constraints. We use a trajectory optimization framework



to compute a feasible trajectory in multiple phases, that
consider different constraints during each stage (Fig. 2).

B. Collision-free Planning of Reduced-DOF Motions

In the first trajectory optimization phase, we compute
a collision-free trajectory. We optimize the joint positions
of the configurations except for the configurations qi that
correspond to the initial input configurations pj , i.e., i =
kj, which are already collision-free. Instead of optimizing
the entire DOF of the robot, we compute solutions in a
reduced DOF. For a trajectory segment [qkj , ...,q(k+1)j ] that
is generated by the interpolation of pj and p(j+1), some
end-effectors may have active contacts that exert contact
forces on the robot, and their positions are not changed
in [qkj , ...,q(k+1)j ]. Therefore, we only optimize the joint
positions that lie on the kinematic chains of end-effectors that
have inactive contacts. We formulate the objective function
for this computation as

Q∗ = argmin
Q

∑
t

(Ccol(qt) + wq̈t), (4)

where qt corresponds to the interpolated configurations from
trajectory keyframes Q and w is the weight for the trajectory
smoothness cost that is used to avoid jerky motions.
Ccol(qt) corresponding constraint cost function for colli-

sions in our optimization function. It is computed using the
mesh objects BV (qt) that represent the robot’s body located
at configuration qt. The constraint cost Ccol(qt) has to be
0 in order to avoid collisions with environment objects or
self-collisions for the robot. We formulate this constraint as:

Ccol(qt) =
∑

BV ∈A
Oi∈O

PD(BV (qt), Oi)
2

+
∑

BVi,BVj∈A
BVi 6=BVj

PD(BVi(qt), BVj(qt))
2,

(5)

where PD(B1, B2) is the penetration depth between objects
B1 and B2, which refers to the extend of inter-penetration
between two overlapping objects.

In order to compute collision-free solutions using the con-
straint function Ccol(qt), simple local optimization methods
may not work well and can get stuck in a local minima.
Instead, we use a parallel stochastic optimization algorithm
that computes multiple trajectories [13] to improve the per-
formance and the probability of finding the global minima.

C. Full-DOF Optimization with Constraints

In the second phase of the optimization, we use a con-
strained optimization to optimize the trajectory Q with cost
functions that correspond to constraints corresponding to
collision-free motion, dynamic stability, and plausibility.

While the optimization for collision-free planning only
requires the configuration q, the optimization of our second
phase requires additional parameters, fi, which corresponds
to the contact forces. With these parameters, the optimization
variables for a keyframe i are defined as follows:

xi =
[
qi, q̇i, fi, ḟi

]
. (6)

The objective function of for this optimization is given as

min
x1,...,xl

∑
t

C(xt), (7)

where C(xi) represents the cost function for the parameter
xi at time t. This cost function is decomposed as:

f(xi) = Ccol(qi) + Cds(xi) + Cpla(xi), (8)

where Ccol(qi), Cds(xi), Cpla(xi) represent the costs for
the collision-free constraint, dynamic stability constraint, and
plausible motion constraint, respectively.

1) Collision-free Constraint: We use the same constraint
function Ccol(qi) defined above to ensure that the configu-
rations are still collision-free during this optimization phase.

2) Dynamically Balanced Constraint: The stability con-
straints can be evaluated using Newton-Euler equation [14],
based on external forces (gravity force, reaction force, etc.)
and internal forces (joint forces, inertial force, etc.) that are
exerted on the body. A pose is dynamically balanced if
all the exerting forces and torques result in an equilibrium.
The reaction forces can exist only if the corresponding end-
effector makes an active contact. An end-effector contact
is approximated by multiple contacts in a plane, and each
contact exerts its own contact force. Therefore the stability
cost function Cds(xi) is formulated as follows:

Cds(xi) = ‖
J∑
wc(xi) + wg(qi) + wi(qi)‖2, (9)

where J is the total number of contact points, wc(xi) is the
contact wrench for xi, and wg(qi) and wi(qi) correspond
to the gravity and inertia wrenches for a configuration qi,
respectively. wc(xi) is set to 0 for non-active contacts.

3) Plausible Motion Constraint: We use the torque min-
imization constraint to compute plausible motions. In par-
ticular, we use the inverse dynamics to compute the joint
torque for the configuration qt and the contact forces ft, and
formulate the constraint cost as the squared sum:

Cpla(xi) =
∑
j

w(j) · τj(xt), (10)

where τj(xt) is the joint torque of the j-th joint. We solve the
non-linear optimization problem corresponding to (7) using
the L-BFGS algorithm using numerical derivatives with box
constraints of the variables, which correspond to the joint
position and velocity limits.

IV. RESULTS

In this section, we highlight the performance of our
algorithm on different benchmark scenarios.

A. Trajectory Computation with RB-PRM

The robot used in the experiments are shown in Fig. 1. The
human-like robot has 34 DOFs, which is decomposed as 6
root DOFs and has 7 DOFs for each limb. We evaluate the
performance of our planner in three challening benchmark
scenarios.



RB-PRM
Time (s)

# of input
configurations

Trajectory
Optimization
Time (s)

Climbing 25 17 34.1
Crouching 73 11 23.9
Crawling 5 284 128.1
MoCap N/A 4 15.8
Mocap
Lifting N/A 4 35.5

TABLE I: Planning results for our benchmarks. We mea-
sure the planning time for the RB-PRM and the trajectory
optimization.

Fig. 3: The computed dynamically balanced and plausi-
ble trajectory of climbing benchmark. The combination of
balancing and plausibility constraints results in improved
trajectories.

1) Climbing: The input configuration is climbing on a
wall using several blocks on the wall. We compute
the the trajectory with the collision, balancing, and
plausibility constraints. Fig. 3 highlight the computed
trajectory with the plausible motion constraints, respec-
tively.

2) Crawling: The robot crawls through the narrow front
window of a truck.

3) Crouching: The robot goes from a standing to a
crouching position to pass under an obstacle (i.e
collision-free motion).

B. Trajectory Computation from Motion Capture Datasets

Our second set of benchmarks for the trajectory optimiza-
tion use input poses from motion capture data. We extract
four configurations that correspond double support with both
feet from a walking motion capture date for the model. In
order to validate the dynamic balancing and the plausiblity
constraints of our approach, we computed the continuous
trajectories from the poses. The model used in Fig. 4 is lifting
a heavy object in its right hand. As shown in the figure, the
right arm does not move much in the computed motion to
reduce the joint torques on the right arm.

Fig. 4: The computed trajectory from Motion Capture
datasets.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we present a novel motion planning algorithm
that compute dynamically balanced and stable trajectories.
We use a reachability-based PRM and a multi-phased opti-
mization strategy based on a decoupled planner and are able
to compute collision-tree trajectories that satisfy all these
constraints. As compared to prior methods, our approach
is much faster and the resulting motion trajectories are
dynamically balances as opposed to quasi static motions.
We highlight the performance on complex human motion
benchmarks.

Our future work will focus on a more accurate formulation
of Creach and the trajectory optimization, as they can still get
stuck in local minima. In terms of future work, we would
like to overcome these limitations. We would also like to
integrate our algorithm with a humanoid and also evaluate
the performance on high-DOF manipulators.
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